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Abstract: The nonlinearity and uncertain variation of machine parameters are always caused by
cross coupling and magnetic saturation effects, which are easily neglected in the conventional control
strategy. In this paper, a current trajectory control strategy (CTCS) is proposed to take the cross
coupling and magnetic saturation effects into account under voltage and current constraints. It can
be considered as a calculating method considering parameter variation and separating among each
iteration step which treats the calculated result of the former step as the initial value of the next step.
At first, the torque command is translated into the current reference. Then, the increments between
the target value and real value of the torque and the voltage are respectively calculated, which
are subsequently converted into the current modification vector in did, diq framework for further
analysis. In order to take the influence caused by cross coupling and magnetic saturation effects on
the CTCS into consideration, self and mutual inductances are analyzed by finite element analysis
(FEA). The results of the simulation and experiment show that the rapid response and robustness
on reference speed variation could be achieved by employing the proposed CTCS, and the seamless
switching between the constant torque and flux-weakening operation can also be realized.

Keywords: current trajectory control strategy (CTCS); cross coupling effect; magnetic saturation
effect; maximum torque per ampere (MTPA)

1. Introduction

The interior permanent magnet synchronous machine (IPMSM) has become an ideal choice for
electric vehicles (EVs) nowadays because of its higher torque density, wider speed range, and higher
reliability compared with other types of machines [1,2]. Due to fluctuant working conditions, the
traction motors of EV are commonly in operation at partial load mode where a low torque and high
speed are required [3,4]. This condition indicates that there will be unnecessary distortion of the
current and torque caused by frequent handoffs of the motor between the constant torque and constant
power region, which thus reveals the importance in machine design and proper control algorithm
to avoid those situations. In full speed range, the most popular running state of IPMSM is to realize
the maximum torque per ampere (MTPA) operation below the base speed. In other words, it takes
full advantage of electric torque with minimum copper loss, then acquires a high speed by sacrificing
torque performance in the flux weakening region within safety boundaries [2,5]. The control references
are derived by computing the intersection of the constant torque line and the voltage constraint
locus [6–8]. Dating back to the 1990s, in [8,9], the operation region of a motor has already been
divided by precalculating the current reference for each region and pre-settling the speed reference
for operation interval switching. Based on this principle, numerous methods have been studied to
compute the current control target from analytical equations which substantially control the terminal
voltage of a motor. Hence, regardless of feedback and feedforward control, current commands of the
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constant torque and the constant power region are derived separately and statically [10–13]. However,
due to the nonlinear parameters of IPMSM caused by magnetic saturation, cross-coupling effects,
and temperature, not only is the definite switching point of two algorithms difficult to derive, but it
also imposes impediments in conventional optimal control which assume that the motor parameters
are fixed [14]. In [15], Junggi Lee formulated a mathematic loss model including the cross saturation
effect to realize minimum loss control. Unfortunately, complicated fourth-order polynomials were
used sectionally to calculate the switch point which broke the control continuity, as well as put off the
response of dynamic changes.

Plenty of work has been done to explain the effects of cross coupling and magnetic saturation,
and to verify that the cross coupling effect can decrease the saturation degree of a motor in the high
speed region [16–18]. However, the influences of both effects on the control algorithm are seldom taken
into account synergistically [18,19], and it has been verified that the cross coupling and saturation
effect can make the simulation results fit the actual prototype more accurately. [20] discussed the
interference of cross-coupling inductance and the current dependency of flux linkage in the dq-axis and
exploited them using Lagrangian multipliers. Still, only analytical calculations have been done and
putting them into MTPA control in practice has not been studied. Ali Rabiei et al. [18,21] explored the
influence of cross coupling and core saturation in motor parameters and MTPA trajectory. Their results
demonstrated that a modified MTPA curve with parameter variations can minimize the errors between
the control trajectory and actual locus, thus enhancing the control accuracy.

This paper proposes a novel current trajectory control strategy which uses the voltage and
torque incremental value to derive the dq-axis current reference under predefined electrical constraints.
Motor equations are formulated in the presence of inductance uncertainties due to cross coupling
and magnetic saturation effects (omitted to the cross saturation effect as follows). In this paper, the
demagnetization of a permanent magnet caused by temperature is neglected, as well as the influence
of error aroused by inaccurate observations. Both a simulation and A 10 kW IPMSM prototype are
studied to validate the sensitivity of the proposed method about reference speed variations.

2. Working Principle

2.1. Cross Saturation Effect

It has been known that regardless of the conventional IPMSM mathematical model, the physical
and electrical limitations, or the optimal control strategies, the output performance depends on the
machine parameters, such as Ld, Lq, and Ψf. However, the traditional dq-axis flux linkage model is
deemed to be orthogonal, which means that the d-axis and q-axis flux are completely decoupled, and
the inductance is known to be constant in a normal control strategy. In reality, the magnetic flux circuit
has an overlapping loop between the d-axis and q-axis, as shown in Figure 1, where common paths
exist (the ellipse) in the stator core. This magnet flux cross portion introduces the mutual inductance
Ldq and Lqd, whereas the flux linkage functions are modified as:[

Ψd
Ψq

]
=

[
Ldd Lqd
Ldq Lqq

][
id
iq

]
+

[
Ψf
0

]
(1)

where Ldd and Lqq are the self-inductances of the d-axis and q-axis, respectively (omitted to Ld and Lq(i)
as following). Ldq and Lqd are the mutual inductances of the d-axis and q-axis, respectively. i and Ψ

are the armature current and the flux linkage, respectively. Ψf denotes the flux linkage produced by
the PM.
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Figure 1. Magnet flux circuit under different current excitation meanwhile set as Ψf = 0. (a) d-axis 
magnet flux circuit with iq = 0; (b) q-axis magnet flux circuit with id = 0. 

According to the flux linkage Equation (1), the computational model has been modified in [22], 
as shown in Equation (2). A 10 kW IPMSM has been computed by the finite element analysis (FEA) 
using ANSYS Maxwell. = , − (0, ) =

= , | =  (2) 

The numerical results of inductance and flux linkage as a function of current are plotted in 
Figures 2 and 3. It shows the evidence that inductances in IPMSM are nonlinear and susceptible to 
the interference from the armature current. The d-axis flux linkage arises along with the increase of 
q-axis current due to the cross coupling effect when the demagnetizing current is small so that the 
enlargement of d-axis inductance is shown in Figure 3a. It is observed from Figures 2b and 3b that 
the q-axis flux and inductance are mainly affected by the q-axis current, whereas the effects of the 
d-axis current on q-axis parameters are more obvious in the unsaturated zone where two axis 
currents are small. That is because the d-axis of a motor coincides with the axial position of the PM 
flux direction, which subsequently makes a higher permeability magnetic flux circuit than that in the 
q-axis. Therefore, the saturation effect plays a dominant role in the q-axis circuit. Consequently, it 
may be imprecise to apply fixed parameters in the motor model and control strategy to control 
IPMSM. 
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Figure 2. Flux linkages as a function of the dq-axis current. (a) d-axis flux linkage; (b) q-axis flux linkage. 

Figure 1. Magnet flux circuit under different current excitation meanwhile set as Ψf = 0. (a) d-axis
magnet flux circuit with iq = 0; (b) q-axis magnet flux circuit with id = 0.

According to the flux linkage Equation (1), the computational model has been modified in [22], as
shown in Equation (2). A 10 kW IPMSM has been computed by the finite element analysis (FEA) using
ANSYS Maxwell.  Ld =

Ψd(id ,iq)−Ψf (0,iq)
id

∣∣iq = constant

Lq =
Ψq(id ,iq)

iq |id = constant
(2)

The numerical results of inductance and flux linkage as a function of current are plotted in
Figures 2 and 3. It shows the evidence that inductances in IPMSM are nonlinear and susceptible to
the interference from the armature current. The d-axis flux linkage arises along with the increase
of q-axis current due to the cross coupling effect when the demagnetizing current is small so that
the enlargement of d-axis inductance is shown in Figure 3a. It is observed from Figures 2b and 3b
that the q-axis flux and inductance are mainly affected by the q-axis current, whereas the effects of
the d-axis current on q-axis parameters are more obvious in the unsaturated zone where two axis
currents are small. That is because the d-axis of a motor coincides with the axial position of the PM
flux direction, which subsequently makes a higher permeability magnetic flux circuit than that in the
q-axis. Therefore, the saturation effect plays a dominant role in the q-axis circuit. Consequently, it may
be imprecise to apply fixed parameters in the motor model and control strategy to control IPMSM.
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Figure 3. Nonlinear stator inductance as a function of the dq-axis current. (a) d-axis inductance; (b) 
q-axis inductance. 

Based on the discussion above, the electromagnetic torque can be adjusted as follows in 
Equations (3) and (4): 
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where Te and Tecrs denote the electromagnetic torque and torque generated by cross coupling 
inductances, respectively. 

Note that the torque performance of IPMSM could be enhanced when |iq| > |id|. 
Before the optimal control strategy is verified, the parameter of IPMSM should be confirmed. In 

this paper, the temperature dependence of PM flux linkage and inductance is neglected. The 
parameters computed by FEA are shown in Figure 4. Although Ld is more affected by the d-axis 
current, the variation as a function of id is negligible with few millihenry and is not distinctive. 
Therefore, Ld can be regarded as a constant value. The difference in mutual inductance between two 
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vector adjustment control, and the overview is shown in Figure 5. The voltage comparison between 
the limit and feedback value to measure whether flux weakening should be introduced is omitted. 
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(b) q-axis inductance.

Based on the discussion above, the electromagnetic torque can be adjusted as follows in Equations
(3) and (4):

Te = 1.5p[Ψf iq + (Ldd − Lqq)idiq + (Ldqi2q − Lqdi2d)] (3)

Tecrs = 1.5p(Ldqi2q − Lqdi2d) (4)

where Te and Tecrs denote the electromagnetic torque and torque generated by cross coupling
inductances, respectively.

Note that the torque performance of IPMSM could be enhanced when |iq| > |id|.
Before the optimal control strategy is verified, the parameter of IPMSM should be confirmed.

In this paper, the temperature dependence of PM flux linkage and inductance is neglected.
The parameters computed by FEA are shown in Figure 4. Although Ld is more affected by the
d-axis current, the variation as a function of id is negligible with few millihenry and is not distinctive.
Therefore, Ld can be regarded as a constant value. The difference in mutual inductance between two
axes does not exceed 2 millinery. Therefore, in this paper, it is also assumed to be equal and fixed
Ldq = Lqd. The variation in Lq is approximately fitted as a linear function of iq:

Lq(i) = 17.98− 0.149iq (mH) (5)
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Figure 4. Nonlinear characteristic of stator inductance as a function of current. (a) d-axis inductance
with d-axis current; (b) q-axis inductance with q-axis current.

2.2. Current Trajectory Control

The current trajectory control can be categorized into MTPA control and incremental current
vector adjustment control, and the overview is shown in Figure 5. The voltage comparison between
the limit and feedback value to measure whether flux weakening should be introduced is omitted.
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Considering the cross saturation effect, the mathematical model of IPMSM and its terminal voltage
amplitude can be modified as:{

Ud = Rsid −ωLq(i)iq −ωLqdid
Uq = Rsiq + ωLdid + ωLdqiq + ωΨf

(6)

where Rs represents the stator resistant and ω is the rotor angular speed in rad/s.
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2.2.1. Modified MTPA

In the circumstance that only torque control is required, for example EV drives, the MTPA control
strategy becomes the primary choice for constant torque operation where the torque command signal
is translated into the definite current reference. However, the objective function of MTPA has to be
converted to a multidimensional constrained nonlinear optimization function which takes the cross
saturation effects into account. It abandons traditional methods such as Newton iteration and the
Lagrange multiplier method. In order to track the MTPA point, this paper applied the Non-dominated
Sorting Genetic Algorithm (NSGA-II) [23] to solve these problems within equality and inequality
constraints. The fitness function of GA is as follows:

minimize− 1.5p
[
Ψf iq +

(
Ld − Lq

(
iq
))

idiq + Ldq

(
i2q − i2d

)]
(7)

subjected to:
i2d + i2q ≤ I2

max (8)

u2
d + u2

q ≤ U2
lim (9)

1.5p
[
Ψf iq +

(
Ld − Lq

(
iq
))

idiq + Ldq

(
i2q − i2d

)]
− T∗e = 0 (10)

The NSGA produces a random population on the Pareto front and converts the variables through
mutation and crossover procedures. It can enrich the number of non-dominated results and realize a
uniform distribution and rapid convergence. In this way, the optimized d-axis current reference Idm
can be derived. Note that the result Idm will not participate in the loop of current vector modification.

2.2.2. Current Vector Adjustment

Bounded by the modulation characteristics of SVPWM, the maximum output voltage of the
inverter is Udc/

√
3. The voltage limit is prior to the current limit because once the voltage constraint is

breached, both the voltage and current will be distorted, which can lead to a serious thermal breakdown
of the inverter and the motor. Meanwhile, the voltage of the motor is the sign for measuring the
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need for a flux weakening operation, and the voltage of the machine is thus introduced as the control
objective to satisfy this limit.

The torque and voltage differences between the target value and the signal from formal
iteration are:

dTes = T∗e − Te,0 (11)

didm = idm − id0 (12)

dUs = Ts(Ulim −U0)/Tc (13)

where
U0 =

√
u2

d,0 + u2
q,0

The actual voltage amplitude U0 is calculated by the feedback signals of the PI controller ud,0,
uq,0. The time constant Tc = 2 ms is introduced to avoid voltage overshoot, where Ts denotes the
sample time.

From Equations (3) and (6), the torque and the voltage are determined by the current value, which
could be expressed as: y = f (id, iq). The current vector modification strategy firstly translates the voltage
and torque incremental signal (Equations (11) and (13)) into the current adjustment amount did, diq in
d-q framework based on their partial differential equation as in the following equation:

dy =
∂ f
∂id

did +
∂ f
∂iq

diq

Then, these current adjustment amounts are taken as the variables of the so-called linearized
torque and voltage functions as described by:

diq =
zd
zq

did −
1

1.5pzq
dTes (14)

where
zd =

(
Ld − Lq(i)

)
iq − 2Lqdid

zq = Ψ f +
(

Ld − Lq(i)
)
id + 2Ldqiq

diq =
rd
rq

did −
|U|
rq

dUs (15)

where
rd =

(
Rs −ωeLdq

)
uq + ωeLduq

rq =
(

Rs + ωeLdq

)
uq −ωeLq(i)ud

The CTCS combines the voltage and current limits to acquire the intersection of the target torque
and allowed voltage adjustment line, as shown in Figure 6. Note that Equations (14) and (15) are also
tangential lines of the torque and voltage (the dash line in Figure 6). Point A is the intersection of
the constant torque locus and constant voltage locus. The coordinate of A is the initial current vector
when torque adjustment signals are injected. For example, when the torque is decreased (the constant
torque line moves downward), the voltage value will also descend (move to the left), and the current
adjustment vector will therefore shift from A to B.
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At the start of current trajectory control, the prior criterion is the distance between the origin
point and the voltage variation request line LU. It must be smaller than the radius of the current limit
circle, which means that the actual voltage change amplitude dU should be strictly less than the target
increment amplitude dUs. Figure 7 shows the geometrical position details of the torque and voltage
variation request line within the current limit circle.

So, when LU ≥ Imax, the current adjustment point is the pedal of the vertical line which crosses
the original point to the voltage modification request line. It can be calculated as:

LU =
id,0rd + iq,0rq + dUs√

r2
d + r2

q

(16)

[
did
diq

]
=

LU√
r2

d + r2
q

[
rd
rq

]
−
[

id,0
iq,0

]
(17)

When LU < Imax and LT ≥ Imax, which indicates the torque variation request beyond the current
limit circle, the current adjustment vector is the intersection of the vertical line and current limit circle
from the original point to the torque modification request line. The current vectorcan be described as:

LT =
dTes√

z2
d + (1.5pzq)

2
(18)

[
did
diq

]
=

Imax√
z2

d + z2
q

[
zd
zq

]
−
[

id,0
iq,0

]
(19)

where p denotes the pole pair number.
After calculating the current adjustment point, the position between the result and voltage

incremental request line needs to be determined. Equation (20) is derived for location determination.
If Dsv ≥ 0, the current modification vector from Equation (19) is available.

Dsv = −
rddid + rqdiq√

r2
d + r2

q

+
dUs√
r2

d + r2
q

(20)

If the intersection locates at the right hand side of the voltage incremental request line (Dsv < 0),
the algorithm will lose the ability to control voltage variation and expand the discrepancy to target
the current reference idm. Hence, the correction point should locate at the intersection of the voltage
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request line and the current limit circle, which is also the nearest point to the torque request line. The
result can be computed as Equation (21).[

did
diq

]
=

√
I2
max − LU2√

r2
d + r2

q

[
−rq

rd

]
+

LU√
r2

d + r2
q

[
rd
rq

]
−
[

id,0
iq,0

]
(21)

When LU < Imax and LT < Imax , the resultant current modification vector can be derived by didm
and Equation (22), as shown in Figure 7b.[

did
diq

]
=

[
did.m
− zd

zq
did.m

]
+

[
0

dTes
1.5pzq

]
(22)
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qd q q d q
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+
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Judgment Dsv is indispensable for the same reason as what has been mentioned before. If Dsv ≥ 0,
the current modification vector from Equation (22) is available.

However, if Dsv < 0, the current adjustment vector is the crosspoint of the torque and voltage
incremental line, represented in Equations (14) and (15):

did,cross =
1.5pzqdUs − rqdTes

1.5p
(
zdrq − zqrd

) (23)

diq,cross = −
1.5pzqrddUs + rdrqdTes

1.5p
(
zdrq − zqrd

)
rq

+
dUs

rq
(24)

Lcross = min{
√
(did,corss − i2d0) + diq,cross − i2q0,

√
I2
max − LU2} (25)

Therefore, the target current correction vector is the crosspoint or the intersection between the
voltage incremental line and the current limit.[

did
diq

]
=

Lcross√
r2

d + r2
q

[
rq

−rd

]
+

LU√
r2

d + r2
q

[
rd
rq

]
−
[

id0
iq0

]
(26)

The flow chart of the current vector adjustment method is shown in Figure 8.
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3. Experimental Results and Discussion

In order to verify the proposed current control strategy, three CTCS models are studied in this
paper, namely, Model I which took all of the cross coupling and saturation effects into account, Model
II which only considered cross coupling inductance, and Model III which neglected the parameter
variations and the cross coupling effect. The inductance and flux variation with current have been
simulated as shown in Figures 2 and 3. Simulations are conducted using MATLAB 2010b, but the
IPMSM module in the Simulink is unusable so it should be replaced by the mathematical module taking
inductance changes into account. The simulation model and experimental prototype specifications are
shown in Table 1.

Table 1. Interior IPMSM Specification.

Parameter Value

Rated Power 10 kW
Rated Torque 70 nm
Rated Speed 1500 rpm

Number of pole pairs 3
d-axis inductance Ld 5.6419 mH

Mutual inductance Ldq = Lqd 1.98 mH
Stator resistance Rs 0.03165 Ω

magnetic flux ψf 0.6304 V·s

Simulations were performed at a low torque command. Figure 9 shows the current trajectory
when the torque is limited to 90 nm. It can be seen that the current trajectory is obviously below the
theoretical maximum torque value, and the motor speed climbs from 0 to 3900 rpm.

As shown in Figure 9, the constant torque line is offset upward when parameter variation is
considered in the model. It is also observed that the q-axis current component of model I is higher than
that in the other two models within the same torque range, and thus the potential of electrical torque
can be further explored. However, the MTPA curve has slightly shifted towards the right, caused by
the cross saturation effects. Even though this has occured, the proposed current trajectory control
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strategy can still track the MTPA curve and constant torque line properly along with the increasing
speed, and realize the seamless switch to a flux weakening operation. Figure 10 demonstrates that the
proposed control strategy obeys the voltage limit stringently in the whole speed region, and even the
current constraint can be broken in the models.
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to 90 nm.

Figure 11 shows the current loci that the torque command is given at 200 nm and the current
constraint circle is shrunk to 50 A. Meanwhile, the motor speed reference is set to 3000 rpm. The peak
torque of Model I under the current limit is 171.04 nm, and the maximum torque of Model II and
Model III is 196.07 nm and 182.94 nm, respectively. It illustrates that the saturation effect will degrade
the maximum output torque performance, while the introduction of mutual inductance can slightly
enlarge the torque performance. Discrepancies in the MTPA curve and the constant torque line among
these three models become more significant due to the cross saturation effects, but the simulation
results in Figures 11 and 12 verify that the proposed current trajectory control strategy can help the
motor deliver its maximum performance within the voltage safety margin and achieve a seamless
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transfer to a flux weakening operation, even in an extreme control condition. Moreover, both Figures 10
and 12 indicate that the motor offered the lowest voltage amplitude under CTCS considering the cross
saturation effect when it is operated at a deep flux weakening region. This result demonstrated that
the CTCS could not only meet the demand of flux weakening during the speed up, but also ensure
that the motor voltage did not exceed the limit value.
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to 200 nm.

The proposed optimal control scheme has been extensively experimented against a prototype
10 kW IPMSM. A test rig has been set up, as shown in Figure 13. A precision torque transducer
(HNJ-500, 0.2 nm) is applied to measure the electrical torque. In the experiment, the switching
frequency of the inverter is set to 5 kHz, as well as the sampling frequency of the algorithm. The
ambient temperature during the tests was kept at 23 ◦C, and the changes of permanent magnet flux
linkage caused by the temperature were neglected. Two torque control setpoints were introduced to
test the dynamic behavior of the motor, while all tests were performed with a constant dc-link voltage
of 500 V.
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3.1. Torque Speed Characteristic

The first test was conducted with a torque request signal of Te* = 90 nm, which is below the
maximum value t limited by the current constraint circle. The current limit Imax, as well as the
injected stator current, were regulated at 60 A. The torque-speed characteristic of the three models was
performed with the motor speed climbing from 0 to 3100 rpm in ten minutes. The result is displayed
in Figure 14. In the low speed region, it is evident that the torque performance of Model I which
applied the CTCS and considered the cross-coupling and saturation effects is apparently higher than
those in simplified control models. This result demonstrates the accuracy of the theoretical current
trajectories in Figure 9. The current tracks the constant torque line with the speed increase, and thus,
the torque requirement cannot be satisfied if the cross saturation effects are left out of the control
model. In the high speed region, Model I results in the lowest output value, and the negative impact
of the saturation effect on the torque in the flux weakening region become visible. However, it has
always been known that the demagnetizing current id will increase with an ever-growing stator current,
due to the influence of the cross coupling effect, and the d-axis demagnetizing current will introduce
a demagnetization process to the q-axis magnetic circuit, which can decrease its saturation degree.
Therefore, the torque performance of Model II is higher than the others.
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In the next step, a higher torque control target Te* = 200 nm was injected into the motor, which
exceeded the maximum torque that the prototype motor can output. Then, the motor accelerated from
0 to 2600 rpm. As shown in Figure 15, the turning speed of the three models is similar, but the torque
achieved by model I is slightly smaller than the other models in the constant torque operation region.
Because of the restraint of the geometric trajectory algorithm, the required current component id for
magnetic weakening in model I is the least of all in the low speed region, which decreases the effort
of the reluctance torque component. In the constant power region, when the motor speeded up to
2600 rpm, Model I and Model III achieved the maximum degree of flux weakening. But the output
torque of Model II was 40 nm at 2600 rpm, which also verified that the cross coupling inductance
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can extend the range of the constant power operation but the core saturation can degrade the torque
performance, especially in the high speed region.
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Figure 15. Torque-speed characteristic in different models when the torque command Te* = 200 nm.

3.2. Dynamic Performance of Trajectory Control Strategy during Speed Reference Changes

In this experiment, the prototype machine is regulated in speed control mode. The nominal speed
of the prototype is 1500 rpm. The current of the motor is limited to 50 A and the dc-linkage voltage of
inverter is kept constant at 500 V.

Figure 16 shows the experimental results of the output performance of the control model which
considered the cross saturation effects when the step changes in speed reference occurred at the torque
control signal below the maximum allowed torque (Te* = 90 nm). Figure 17 shows the experimental
torque performance and current responses under the proposed control method when step changes in
speed reference are applied to the torque command beyond the allowed torque (Te* = 200 nm).
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Figure 16. Dynamic response to speed reference step variation with the proposed control strategy
when torque command is 90 nm.
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when torque command is 200 nm.

It is observed from Figures 16 and 17 that the reference speed changed in step manners within
5 min. It can be known that when the reference speed is below the nominal value, the motor is operated
in the constant region, and the experimental results show that the proposed CTCS can help the motor
meet the torque demands rapidly. Deeper flux weakening is required to avoid the overshoot of voltage
when the reference speed rises above the rated speed. It can be seen in Figures 16 and 17 that the
dynamic responses of the current are quick and the system has a decent robustness. The torque and
current performance verify that the proposed algorithm implements free seamless handoff between
MTPA mode and the flux-weakening operation within a safe current region.

4. Conclusions

This paper proposed a novel current trajectory control strategy and studied the variations of
machine parameters caused by the cross saturation effects. The MTPA control, which is the first step
of the proposed current trajectory optimization, could be modified to translate the torque request
into the current reference for the following current vector adjustment. Then, the current vectors can
be conditioned towards the optimal direction by judging the position of the required torque and
voltage incremental value within the current limit circle in the did, diq system. The CTCS creatively
omitted the extra comparison loop of the motor voltage and the voltage limit, which is the threshold
to determine whether flux weakening should be aroused. The simulation and experimental works
demonstrated that parameter variation and cross coupling effects can apparently affect the MTPA
trajectory and output torque performance, and therefore, the control precision of the conventional
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fixed parameter control strategy is relatively low. The proposed current trajectory control strategy
takes parameter changes into account in each step and shows a decent agreement with the actual
operation situation of the motor; therefore, the control precision could be apparently improved. The
results of the simulation and experiment can also verify that the proposed control strategy can realize
a seamless switch between the constant torque and constant power operation and implement a rapid
response, ensuring a fine robustness of the system in full-range of the speed.
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